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It was with a great sense of hopefulness for our shared future that we launched College  

Access Partnership, Inc., a non-profit organization dedicated to providing support to  

low-income, college-bound students who need assistance navigating college admissions  

and paying for their college education. It is no secret that the college admissions process  

and the high cost of a college education often cause students and their families to simply  

give up the pursuit of their dreams, or incur burdensome debt if the students attend  

college. College Access Partnership is committed to providing support to these students  

and their parents, and to helping them to achieve their goals.

“My family never thought about sending me to college because no member in my family has ever attended. When 

I think about my childhood and my mother, I immediately think about the kind of learning experiences I have had. 

Going to a small school in Jamaica was great, but I had limited access to resources. The neighborhood I grew up in 

was filled with gangs, police and at least one death every week. It was very hard to focus on school when you never 

know when it was going to be you lying there. Who knew if that next person would be me? Now I have hope that I 

will realize my dreams.” Peter, College Access Partnership Student

Our Commitment
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Dear Donors, Partners and Students,

Before College Access Partnership 
was created, Lisa Kurstin, Jim 
Westerholm and I were keenly 
aware of the obstacles that low- 
income high school students  
face when trying to navigate  
the oftentimes daunting college  

admissions process and fund their education. This  
is especially true if the student is the first in his or  
her family to attend college. We all wanted to  
provide much needed college counseling services  
to low-income students and we wanted to do so  
free of charge. So, in 2017, we founded a non- 
profit organization, College Access Partnership,  
and are gratified to report that we have assisted  
hundreds of students since then. 

During the past three years, we discovered the  
depth of the need and that our services were more 
necessary than we anticipated. This was especially  
true in 2020 when we became aware of the extreme 
challenges our students face because of poverty,  
homelessness and food insecurity, as well as anxiety 
surrounding their immigration status. We found  
ourselves helping the young adults who were among 
the most vulnerable in our society.

Needless to say, each student is an individual, but  
they have many things in common, including their  
resilience, desire to work hard, and very importantly, 
their desire to give back to their family and to their 
community. These young adults strive to do their 
best and are appreciative of any opportunity afforded 
to them. They know that their hopes and dreams  
can be made possible simply by receiving a post- 
secondary education.  
 
College Access Partnership is ready to help students 
achieve their goals. We know these young adults 
exemplify what is best in the next generation and this 
is very hopeful, indeed!

Sue Slotnick 

CEO and Chair, Board of Directors

A Letter from Sue Slotnick
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Volunteer Program

Our volunteer counselors, mentors, and tutors are 
invaluable to the work done by College Access 
Partnership. By generously giving of their time  
and talents, we are able to offer a level of guidance 
and support to our students that would otherwise  
not be possible. 

We believe that volunteers offer more than 
admissions guidance and academic instruction.  
They are reliable and caring adults who provide 
emotional and psychological support. The 
relationships that evolve from working together  
are often life changing for all involved, students  
and adults alike.

We would like to honor and thank each of our  
valued volunteers for supporting College Access 
Partnership students. 

Services Provided Free of Charge

College Counseling
College Access Partnership offers assistance through 
every step of the college admissions process, including 
pursuing financial assistance.

Test Prep and Tutoring
Test prep is conducted via one-on-one tutoring 
sessions, small group classes and/or online 
instruction. Formal academic assessments of  students 
are also conducted to identify areas of  challenge and 
the tutoring services needed to address those areas.  

Workshops
Workshops are offered to college-bound students  
and their families covering a variety of topics, 
including an overview of the college admissions 
process, funding a college education and finding  
your career path.

Mentoring
Volunteer adult and peer mentors provide valuable 
guidance during the student’s entire journey. 
 

“Never underestimate the power of a small group of committed people to change the world.  
In fact, it is the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead

Brian Pianko
Ira Pianko
Marissa Pianko
Robin Pianko
Juliann Rooke
Susan Schechtman
Ralph Slotnick
Rama Stagner

Mitchell Butler
Kristina Brittenham
Chris Gonyaw
Gary Hall
Lisa Hernand
Margo Long
Judith Lu
Nora Malone



Mitchell Butler
Mitchell Butler, Member, 
Board of Directors
Mentor

          

 
Mitchell is a former 4-year letter winner in basketball 
from UCLA who went on to play 11 years of  
professional basketball, 8 of  which were in the NBA with 
the Washington Bullets/Wizards, Portland Trailblazers 
and Cleveland Cavaliers. He spent one year as an 
Assistant Coach with the Washington Wizards, helping 
them to the second round of  the playoffs for the first 
time in 30 years, while also working in management as 
Director of  Player Development. He has been a NBPA 
Certified Agent for the past 14 years. He is the only agent 
who has played, coached and managed in the NBA. 
Mitchell was a trustee of  his high school alma mater, the 
Oakwood School in North Hollywood. He served on the 
Executive Committee and was the Chair of  the Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion Committee. 

Meet Our Team
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Lisa Kurstin
Lisa Kurstin, Co-Founder 
and Secretary/Treasurer,  
Board of Directors

 Director of Programs
 

Lisa Kurstin brings 20 years of experience as a  
classroom teacher and senior level school administrator 
in local independent schools. Lisa’s administrative  
experience includes having served as a Director of  
Studies and Director of Admissions, as well as Education 
Programs Manager at Descanso Gardens in La Canada 
Flintridge, California where she received the National 
Hull Award for Educational Excellence.

Sue Slotnick
Sue Slotnick, Co-Founder  
and Chair, Board of Directors

          CEO/CFO
 

Sue Slotnick has worked as a K-12 Director of Admissions 
and Director of School Placement at two independent 
schools in the Los Angeles, California area for 38 years.  
She is currently CEO of Educational Test Prep, LLC and 
works as an independent college counselor specializing 
in assisting students in obtaining financial assistance for 
their college education. Sue received her certification in 
college counseling from UCLA.

Davida Koren
Davida Koren, Director  
of  Auxiliary Programs 

           Administrative Associate

Davida Koren is a 2017 Pitzer College Graduate and 
Fulbright Research Fellow. She recently received a 
Master’s Degree in Higher Education and Organizational 
Change from UCLA. Davida’s passion for education 
reform and experience working with underserved 
populations inform her unique perspective in guiding 
College Access Partnership’s vision and programs. 
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Margo Long
Margo Long, Member,  
Board of Directors,

           Mentor

 

Margo Long is an educator with over 50 years of  
experience. She has taught in both public and private 
schools and was Principal of  an independent elementary 
school for 38 years. Margo was a co-founder of  the 
Alliance for Minorities in Independent Schools and 
served as a Board member for this organization for 
many years. She currently serves on the Education 
Board of  the nonprofit organization ‘Classic and 
Contemporary American Plays.’ 

Juliann Rooke
Juliann Rooke, Member,  
Board of Directors

           Advisor

 

Juliann Rooke is currently the Executive Director of  
Descanso Gardens Guild in La Canada Flintridge, 
California. Her experience includes senior management 
roles at the Society for the Prevention of  Cruelty to 
Animals and St. James’ School in Los Angeles. An active 
community volunteer, Juliann currently serves on the 
Board of  the San Marino Junior Alliance and is a former 
board member of  the San Marino Schools Foundation.

Jim Westerholm
Jim Westerholm, Co-Founder

          Director of Studies

 

Jim Westerholm brings over 20 years of  classroom 
instruction and private tutoring in standardized test 
preparation and academic high school subjects. Jim has 
expertise in essay writing and over his years as a teacher 
and tutor, Jim has devoted his practice to researching 
and mastering the art of  test taking. He developed the 
online test-prep program offered by Educational Test 
Prep, LLC

Ralph Slotnick
Ralph Slotnick,  
Member and Mentor

Ralph Slotnick has been an international entrepreneur 
for over 60 years. Ralph is the founder of  the Institute 
of  International Commerce (IIC) which offers an 
online course on global trade for adult learners. Ralph’s 
expertise in international business makes him the perfect 
mentor for College Access Partnership students who are 
interested in this field.  



Advisory Board
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Members of  the Advisory Board are dedicated individuals who bring their expertise to College Access Partnership, thus enabling 
the staff and volunteers to best serve our students and their families.

Reverend Canon Gary Hall, Ph.D.
Gary retired in January of  2016 as the 
tenth dean of  Washington National 
Cathedral where he served on the 
Foundation Board overseeing the 
work of  St. Albans, Beauvoir, and 
National Cathedral Schools and worked 

collaboratively with the heads of  school. Prior to serving in 
Washington, he served as Dean and President of  Seabury-
Western Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois, chaplain 
and teacher at the Cranbrook Schools in Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan and as English Teacher, Director of  Studies and 
Principal at Oakwood Secondary School in North Hollywood, 
California. Gary has also served parishes in California, 
Michigan, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania. Gary received his 
A.B. at the University of  California, Berkeley and is a member 
of  Phi Beta Kappa. He earned his M.Div. with distinction at 
Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, Massachusetts and 
has M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in English from UCLA. Gary 
has taught both theology and English literature at the 
seminary, college and secondary levels.

Judith Lu
Judith Lu is Founder and CEO of  Blue 
Zone Wealth Advisors, an independent 
investment advisory firm. She has over 20 
years of  experience working with high net 
worth individuals and families on matters 
of  asset management and comprehensive 

financial planning. She has been recognized by Forbes as a 
Best-In-State Wealth Advisor in 2018 and 2019, as well as one 
of  America’s Top Women Advisors in 2017 and 2018. She has 
been a mentor with Big Brothers Big Sisters of  Greater Los 
Angeles since 2015 and teaches financial literacy at local high 
schools around the city. Judith graduated Magna Cum Laude 
from UCLA with a dual degree in Business Administration 
and World Arts and Cultures. She has a Global MBA, Magna 
Cum Laude from Thunderbird, American Graduate School 
of  International Management. Judith is fluent in Mandarin 
Chinese and Spanish.

Nora Malone
Nora Malone has decades of experience 
as a teacher and school administrator. She 
taught English, science and history, and was 

a Director of Admissions for many year before 
becoming Head of School at Village School 
from 1999 to 2020. Nora has served as a 

member of the California Association of Independent Schools 
(CAIS) Board of Directors, Vice Chair and member of the CAIS 
Board’s Executive Committee, and both Vice Chair and Chair 
of the CAIS Elementary Board of Standards. She has also served 
as chair or team member on 14 accreditation teams for CAIS 
since 2000. She is currently working as a Senior Consultant 
at Carney Sandoe & Associates, a firm dedicated to helping 
schools recruit and retain exceptional faculty and leaders. Nora 
received both her B.A. in English and M.A. in Educational 
Administration from California State University, Northridge; 
she is pursuing a Ph.D. in Leadership and Change from  
Antioch University.

Ira Pianko
Ira has been a partner with an international 
accounting firm, Arthur Young & Company, 
predecessor to Ernst & Young, as well as the 
Chief  Operating and/or Chief  Financial 
Officer at Warner/Chappell Music, The 
Resmark Companies and Oakwood School. 

He has served on the Board of  Trustees of  the Oakwood School 
since 1992, including his multi-year tenure as Chair of  the Board. 
Ira has been on the Board of  Stephen Wise Temple since 2018. 
He is currently Vice Chairman and a Director of  The Resmark 
Companies. Ira’s expertise in finance, business, leadership and 
strategic planning makes him an extraordinary mentor for 
College Access Partnership students.



Rama Stagner
 When Rama Stagner 

accepted our invitation 
to learn about College 
Access Partnership, she 
did not hesitate to open 
her heart—and offer her 
time—to lend a hand. 
Rama recognized that 

there is no shortage of young people in need of 
mentorship and guidance on the path to college. 
While she claimed to know little about formally 
“mentoring” students, she clearly had a heart for 
helping others, a high degree of adult common sense, 
wit, warmth, and an air of humility; Rama had the 
qualifications to be a marvelous mentor, and being 
an accomplished screenwriter made her an obvious 
candidate for our essay coaching program. 
 
Rama approaches her duties with the utmost 
thoughtfulness and care and, as a result, she  
developed a close relationship with her mentee, 
Celine. In fact, you can see from Celine’s tribute  
to Rama that Rama’s support proved pivotal, and 
that the relationship they forged is one that Celine 
deeply values. 
 
Rama worked with Celine to develop her personal 
essay, effectively allowing the colleges to which she 
applied to get a clear view into Celine’s character, 
strengths, and talents. While Rama would never 
boast, we know that her efforts were significant in 
Celine’s acceptance and full ride scholarship to 
LMU. We thank and salute Rama Stagner!
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Volunteer Spotlight—More Than A Tutor

Message to my tutor, Rama Stagner
I’d just like to say what a tremendous 
help Rama has been with the college 
application process. It is not only that, 
but also just being an overall really big 
supporter and always grounding me 
and making sure that, at least with 
the essay portion of my applications, 

that they were really strong; she was always there to help, and 
I so greatly appreciate that. 

I know when I first started off I was overwhelmed, and over- 
thought every single piece that I was writing. Rama was 
always there weekly or biweekly, to sit down and go through 
every single note she had, and also to make sure that my voice 
was heard throughout. She definitely did a great job at not 
overtaking what I was writing and, with the few critiques 
she had, making sure that all my essays were great and that 
they were very personal. It was even an easy and fun process 
because we were actually a lot alike and we bonded over our 
shared interests. That was a great aspect to it as well. I never 
expected to have a tutor that I would have so much in common 
with and I could not have asked for a better tutor than Rama. 

I’d just like to say thank you again to Rama for all that she 
did and just for being the person she is, because it really helped 
a lot having her around these past couple of weeks because they 
were so daunting. Rama was always a really great supporter of 
mine. Also, thank you to College Access Partnership for pairing 
me with such a great woman. I mean, I couldn’t have asked for 
a better tutor. Thank you again!

Celine, College Access Partnership Student



At College Access Partnership, we are proud of the 
partnerships we have developed with other nonprofit 
organizations to achieve our goals. Our partnerships 
with the UCLA Community Schools Initiative and 
Mann UCLA Community School are excellent  
examples of the power of these relationships.

In 2016, the Mann UCLA Community School 
became part of the UCLA Schools Initiative and the 
work done at the school on behalf of the students has 
been remarkable. In their words, “The Mann UCLA 
Community School brings together the resources of the school, 
family and community to help young people thrive and make 
families and communities stronger in the South Los Angeles 
area.” This mission aligns perfectly with the College 
Access Partnership Statement of Commitment.

In 2020, the impact of the pandemic on college- 
bound students at Mann UCLA Community School 
was severe. Seniors were unable to have the in-person 
experience needed to navigate the daunting college 
admissions process. In keeping with the purpose of 
the UCLA Community Schools Initiative, Director, 
Christine Shen, and Assistant Principal of the high 
school, Carla Estes, sought the resources that would 
benefit the graduating students. This is when a 
relationship with College Access Partnership was  
developed and in this new collaboration, we found 
ways our team could be of help. 

In the fall of 2020, we began to work with Mann 
seniors to guide them through the college admissions 
process, assist in writing  application essays, and help 
them discover avenues of funding for their college 
education. We held workshops and met one-on-one 
with students, and the results exceeded even our 
expectations. We will begin meeting with current 
juniors in the spring, and will work alongside them 
until graduation day in 2022. We will continue to 
provide college counseling services to Mann UCLA 
Community High School students each year there- 
after. It is the perfect partnership! 

The Value of Partnership
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“The thing I liked most while working with Jim is 

that he was always there to help me with my essay  

at any time and he was super helpful with editing.” 

Horace Mann UCLA Community School Senior
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Annual Giving, 2020-2021
With deep gratitude, we acknowledge donations made to College Access Partnership in the 2020-2021academic year. These contributions 
from our generous donors make it possible for College Access Partnership to provide support for college-bound students who need assistance 
navigating the college admissions process and paying for their college education. These gifts reaffirm the commitment to transforming the 
lives of  deserving young people forever.

Donors

Renee and Larry Anenberg
Robin and Tom Bales
Eddie Beetschen and 
      Mark Wagner
Frances and Steven Berman
Aviva Bobb
Faith and Jon Cookler
Kyra and Chuck Crisafulli
Mary and Don Deckebach
El Caballero Foundation
explore.org, a direct charitable 
      activity of the Annenberg 
      Foundation 
First Republic Bank
Stephen Galloway
Bette and Ralph Garren
Melvin Gevisser
Terry Gevisser
Myra and Art Goethals
Lori and Rob Goodman
Sheri and Michael Green
Patricia Greenwood
Amy Grimes and James Webster
Kathy and Gary Hall
Lisa and David Hernand
Raquel and Lenny Holzman
Rachel and Bruce Jeffer
Judy Kahn
Inara and Jake Kasdan
The Katz Family
Davida Koren
Sheila Krasnoff

Lisa Kurstin
Rachel and Greg Kurstin
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Kurstin
Nikki and Jim Lauter
Margo Long
Nora Malone and Bruce Advocat
Sheri and Dan Markus
Barbara Marshall
Scott and Elissa Marshall
Ron Murray
Nancy Norris
JoAnn and Joe Oster
Vicki and Jeremy Paige
Marissa and Brian Pianko
Robin and Ira Pianko
Michelle and Louis Posen
Norinne and Ben Posen
Juliann Rooke
Laurie and Mark Rosenthal
Jill and Glenn Schechter
Susan and Howie Schechtman
Sarah and Stephen Schwartz
Ken Singer
Sara and John Singsank
Sue and Ralph Slotnick
Paulina and Carlos Smith
Rama Stagner
Susann Thomasson Tunick
Shana Waterman
Jim Westerholm
Nancy and Alan Wiener
Beau Yeakel

We extend a special “thank-you” to 
our partners who work with the College 
Access Partnership Staff, Board of  
Directors and Advisory Board to provide 
services to our students.

Kristin Charness
Jon Cooker
Mary Deckebach
Jaime Dominguez
Carla Estes
Stephen Galloway
Everett Glenn
Phil Lopez
Debbie Martinez
Jose Melgoza
Nancy Norris
Melissa Palmer
Steffany Perez
Christine Shen
Carlos Smith
Paulina Smith
Tania Velazquez
Rosie Villegas



How do we know when we 
have met a gifted teacher? 
It is difficult to put the  
answer into words because 
it is usually subtle and may 
not be obvious at first. 

We know a great teacher 
when we observe the ways 

in which his students are transformed right before 
our eyes. It happens slowly because it’s a process— 
a process during which a student becomes open to  
discovering his or her gifts. This is especially true 
when a student has preconceived negative ideas  
about his or her abilities. 

Imagine the possibilities if all young people would 
feel free to express themselves, or to try something 
new without fear of embarrassment or failure. A  
great teacher is a person who knows how to give  
his students the support and encouragement that 
allows them to soar. 

This is the story of Jim Westerholm, one of the 
founders of College Access Partnership, who has  
exhibited all of the qualities that allow his students  
to excel beyond what they thought was possible. 
Countless College Access Partnership students have 
expressed their gratitude for his support, his skill and 
his encouragement. Those of us who have observed 
Jim’s good work are in awe of his gifts as a teacher, 
and we know this is true because we have seen the 
results right before our eyes. 

“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.” Albert Einstein
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Tribute to Jim Westerholm

“Every Saturday morning I have spent listening  

and learning from you has been eye opening. I have 

enjoyed the time you have dedicated to teaching  

us. Every week I was able to learn something new 

from you and I know what I have learned will not 

only be useful for the SAT and ACT, but also for 

my future in college and university. Thank you for 

everything, Jim!”

Clarissa, College Access Partnership Student
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The Students We Serve—The Story  
of Chenaniah Wondercheck
Chenaniah came to College Access Partnership in the spring of 2020 during his junior year. He attended our ACT prep classes, received 
college counseling assistance from Lisa and Sue, and worked with Jim on his personal statement. Fortunately, we were able to get to know 
Chenaniah and as a result, became aware of his gifts. His personal statement shown here gives a glimpse of who he is, a very humble 
student with extraordinary potential. 

Everywhere I went there was 
always something to fix. At 
the age of six, I could only 
ask myself when it would stop. 
But then, as I got older, that 
started to change. I started 
to get good at being a fixer. I 
started to like it. Pretty soon, 
whenever there was something 

wrong with an electronic gadget, the adults would say, 
“Someone get Chenaniah over here.” Somehow I turned 
into that person who was always relied on anywhere 
I went. Looking back, it seems it must have been fate: 
Without ever intending to, I became the go-to guy in 
putting a broken world back together.

Some of my earliest memories are of watching my father 
solve impossible problems. I watched. I learned. It all 
started when he would take on problems that seemed to 
have no solution, and I would wonder, will he be able to 
do it this time, or has he met his match? But every time, 
he found a way. I admired his skill, and found that I 
wanted to be like him: to be the person to help others.

I developed a method. I would first figure out how 
everything came together. For example: How do you set 
up a Computer? How does a power cord plug into a TV? 
How do you plug in the antenna? Which cord would 
go where on a TV? Then I would figure out how an 
antenna would help the TV receive channels. For some 
reason I became obsessed with doing this and it became 
a lot of fun. I had found my calling: fixing stuff. 

When I was eight my dad gave me an old computer that 
he had lying around. I wasted no time booting it up, and

started using it straight away. I had to learn how to rip 
music to the computer and then burn it back to a CD to 
make mix CD’s. Friends started to give me their gaming 
CD’s and I would install them on my computer and 
learn to play them. My dad would soon brag to others 
how much better I was than him using technology. 
Word got around fast and I became “the guy who would 
get things done.” Soon, they were calling me to help. I 
would be called to help at my mom’s work at the Arts & 
Learning Conservatory, where I would usually fix the 
computers or the Internet ( just basic troubleshooting 
stuff), various other electronics issues at friends’ houses, 
or the church where my dad is an administrator. At 
church I would get called by someone from the main 
service when I would be in Sunday school, while the 
kids’ pastor would be mid-lesson. Usually, there was a 
TV missing a plug-in for a video or music player that 
had quit while showing a bible lesson.

I was too impatient to be much of a “Mr. Fixit” when 
I was younger. But as I learned to be patient, and even 
enjoy the work, I found that it helped me learn more 
complex subjects. Even from the simplest tasks that I saw 
my dad doing—with a TV or any gadget—I found out 
that the puzzle is usually nearly done but it is a couple 
pieces from perfection. When deciding what career I 
wanted to go into, it was pretty difficult because even 
though I would love to go into a field that involved 
computers, I have so many other interests. I imagined 
working in so many different areas: video editing, music 
production, engineering. But in the end, I think the field 
I’ll be happiest in is the field that matches my calling of 
putting a broken world back together, IT.
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Funding a college education is often the most difficult 
obstacle to overcome on the path to college readiness. 
And, while our clients have so far had tremendous  
success obtaining financial aid and scholarships, 
there is often a gap between the money awarded and 
the actual cost of attendance. Hidden expenses, such 
as those for travel, books, and healthcare are not 
covered by financial aid.   
 
We advise our students to avoid student debt  
whenever possible, and so it is with great excitement  
that we announce our new scholarship program.   
 
Thanks to the generosity and vision of a few trail-
blazing donors, we have established the College 
Access Scholarship Fund that will be allocated to 
deserving students who need a bit of financial help to 
fully pay for their college experience. Our gifts will 
be in the form of a four-year financial commitment, 
and will require that recipients simply reapply to 
establish their continued need.

Making a Gift

You can make a donation now and help us to 
transform the lives of young people forever. The 
majority of College Access Partnership funding 
comes from individual donors so your contribution is 
critical to the success of our programs. We take pride 
in responsible stewardship of all gifts to maximize 
the impact of all donations. 

Cash
Gifts can be made by cash, credit card or wire 
transfer. 

Matching Gifts
Many corporations encourage philanthropy by 
matching employee donations. Matching gifts can 
double or triple the amount of the gift. More details 
can be obtained from the participating companies.

Gift of Stock
Donating securities is easy and makes great sense for 
those highly appreciated stocks that might otherwise 
incur a significant capital gains tax.  

Planned Giving
Donors may wish to consider giving through such 
means as life insurance, bequests or charitable trusts.  

College Access Partnership, Inc. is a 501(c)3; 
contributions are tax deductible to the full extent 
permitted by law. We encourage donors to speak  
with their financial planners when considering any 
type of planned giving or gift of stock.

For more information about making a donation, 
visit our website at CollegeAccessPartnership.com or 
contact Sue Slotnick at SueSlotnick3@gmail.com.

Scholarship Fund





2100 Montrose Avenue 
Suite 1038
Montrose, CA 91020
818.422.6756
CollegeAccessPartnership.com
Federal Tax ID # 82-3657800

Member of  

National Association of  College  
Admissions Counselors (NACAC)

Western Association of  College 
Admissions Counselors (WACAC)

College Access Partnership, Inc. does not 
discriminate on the basis of  race, color,
national or ethnic origin, or sexual orientation  
in the administration of  its educational  
policies and programs.


